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Last Month in Brazil

July marked six months of my being in
Brazil, and while I could not stay the full
month my last few days in Brazil were
very busy!

I am very thankful for all God did during
my time there this year. I am looking
forward and praying for greater things in
Brazil, and for the door to open for my
return!

Kids Church
On July 3rd, fellow AIMer Katie Rhoads
and myself taught Wednesday night
Kids church. We had a fun time and did
a black light puppet song and lesson!

AYC Brazil
Our main focus at the beginning of the month was preparing to host the Apostolic
Youth Corp group. We spent a lot of time in cleaning, set up, and shopping to prepare
for the group. On July 4th, Sis. Cooper brought the AIM team to downtown São Paulo
to meet the AYC group and assist in evangelism. On July 5th, the AYC group came to
Mairinque, we had two church services with fellowship and games in between. Then
on July 6th, we met up with them again in Campinas for evangelism and service. We
are thankful for the group coming and for all that were filled with the Holy Ghost!

Final Sunday
July 7th, was a very emotional day as it was my last Sunday in Brazil in 2019. I taught
my final Hyphen class. I am beyond proud of each of them, they have grown so much
since the first class in January. I am looking forward to great things for them! Then,
that afternoon the church threw a surprise going away Churrasco. After we had a
powerful Sunday night service. I am so thankful for all God has done in Mairinque
these past six months, and I know the next six are going to be just as impactful.
Continue to pray with us for great revival in this city, state, and nation!

Overall, I do not have enough words to describe how thankful I am to have had the
opportunity to serve on AIM this year. I am thankful for the leadership and ministry of
the Cooper family. It was an honor to be a small part of their burden. I am thankful for
their trust and encouragement. Being on AIM has been such a blessing. I am
thankful for every friend made and every event I was apart of. I truly found a family in
Brazil. I am looking forward to the day I get to fly back and be apart of the mission
again. Until then, I am praying and believing for God to answer every promise and
revival to explode like Brazil has never seen before.

